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60' (18.29m)   2016   Sunreef  
Red Hook    Virgin Islands (US)

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Sunreef
Engines: 2 Yanmar Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: 4JHCR Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: 110 Max Speed: Knots
Beam: 30' 3" Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: 5' 3" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: Fuel:

$1,750,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Catamaran
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2016
Refit Year: 2021
Beam: 30'3'' (9.22m)
Max Draft: 5' 3'' (1.60m)
LOA: 60' 1'' (18.31m)

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Shape: Catamaran

Imported: No
HIN/IMO: Euphoria2016

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Yanmar
4JHCR
Inboard
110HP
82.03KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 881
Hours Date: 01-24-2024
Year: 2021
Location: Port

Engine 2
Yanmar
4JHCR
Inboard
110HP
82.03KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 835
Hours Date: 01-24-2024
Year: 2021
Location: Starboard

Generator 1
Hours: 13389
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Summary/Description

Presenting the 2016 Sunreef 60 "Euphoria," an exemplary model of luxury and sophistication in the world of sailing
catamarans. Crafted by the renowned Sunreef Yachts, Euphoria epitomizes elegance and comfort, offering an
unparalleled sailing experience.

Presenting the 2016 Sunreef 60 "Euphoria," an exemplary model of luxury and sophistication in the world of sailing
catamarans. Crafted by the renowned Sunreef Yachts, Euphoria epitomizes elegance and comfort, offering an
unparalleled sailing experience. This majestic yacht boasts three sumptuous queen cabins, each a private haven with its
own ensuite bath, providing the utmost in luxury and privacy for its guests. The expansive saloon seamlessly integrates
with the aft deck, creating an inviting space for relaxation and entertainment. Powered by robust (Repowered ) with twin
Yanmar 4JHCR 110HP diesel engines and equipped with a generator, Euphoria promises a smooth and reliable journey
across the seas. Ideal for both avid sailors and those seeking a serene escape, Euphoria stands as a testament to
Sunreef's commitment to excellence in yacht design and craftsmanship.

Discover more about this exquisite vessel and the unique opportunities it offers for life at sea.

Ideal Turn-Key Charter Operation with immediate revenue potential. 3-Guest Staterooms + Crew Accommodations.  Well
Appointed Galley, that is Hull-side and Semi-Open to Salon

The Sunreef 60 "LOFT" - Differentiators

The Sunreef 60 LOFT version, launched by Sunreef Yachts, stands out for its unique combination of luxury, compact
design, and advanced technological features. Here's an overview of what sets this version apart:

Ready-to-Sail Luxury Concept: The Sunreef 60 LOFT is designed as a 'prêt-à-porter' (Ready-to-Go) luxury1.
yacht. Offering a fully equipped and ready-to-sail experience. This approach is based on Sunreef's extensive
experience and understanding of owners' needs, ensuring that all essential options and equipment for
comfortable sailing and living on board are included.
Construction and Design: The LOFT version maintains the high quality of construction and customized luxury2.
finishes characteristic of Sunreef catamarans. However, it translates these features into a more compact and light
vessel, making it more maneuverable and akin to smaller catamarans in handling.
Spacious and Elegant Interiors: The yacht can comfortably accommodate six guests in three spacious cabins,3.
with additional quarters for two crew members. The interior design elegantly combines light-colored upholstery,
light rustic oak floors, and Canaletto walnut furniture with black high-gloss panels.
Technological Features: The Sunreef 60 LOFT is equipped with a mast and canoe boom, both made in-house,4.
and features a square top main sail. Its sailing gear is smartly placed within easy reach of the flybridge, and the
yacht includes electric winches, two Yanmar 110 HP engines, and an davits system for launching the dinghy.
Comfort and Accessibility: The cockpit and saloon are on the same level and connected by a large sliding door,5.
enhancing the impression of a seamless space. This layout contributes to the yacht’s accessibility and ease of
movement between different areas.
Fully Equipped Galley: The open galley, equipped with appliances, is located in the portside hull and directly6.
connected with the saloon, facilitating social interaction and the culinary experience.

In summary, the Sunreef 60 LOFT version is distinguished by its luxurious yet practical design, advanced sailing
capabilities, and ready-to-sail concept, catering to those seeking a high-end, comfortable, and user-friendly yachting
experience.
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Watersports Activities & Lifestyle Aboard

The Sunreef 60 "Euphoria" is not just a yacht; it's a gateway to an adventurous and active lifestyle on the water.
Designed for those who cherish the sea, Euphoria offers an extensive array of watersports activities that cater to both
thrill-seekers and those seeking serene oceanic encounters

Diving and Snorkeling: With both crew members being certified Dive Masters, Euphoria offers exceptional
diving experiences. Whether you're a beginner or a certified diver, the yacht provides opportunities for
underwater exploration. The vibrant marine life and crystal-clear waters of the Caribbean are perfect for both
diving and snorkeling adventures.
Paddleboarding and Yoga: For a more tranquil experience, guests can indulge in stand-up paddleboarding, a
peaceful yet engaging activity suitable for all skill levels. Emily, a certified yoga instructor, can lead yoga sessions
on paddleboards, offering a unique blend of wellness and water sports.
Variety of Water Toys: Euphoria comes equipped with a range of water toys, including 2 stand-up
paddleboards, snorkeling gear, floating mats, water skis, kneeboard, wakeboard, subwing, scurfer, and fishing
rods. This diverse collection ensures that guests of all ages and interests have something exciting to engage with.
Fishing and Onshore Games: For those interested in fishing, the yacht offers equipment and local knowledge
to enhance your chance of a great catch. Additionally, onshore games provide fun and entertainment when
anchored or docked.
Relaxation and Entertainment: The aft deck, with comfortable seating and ample space, is perfect for those
who prefer to relax and take in the scenic beauty. It's an ideal spot for enjoying a cocktail, socializing, or simply
lounging under the sun or stars.

Euphoria provides a lifestyle that seamlessly blends relaxation, luxury, and adventure, offering something for every type
of water enthusiast. Whether you're looking to explore beneath the waves, glide on the water's surface, or simply soak in
the beauty of the surroundings, this yacht offers an all-encompassing experience that caters to a dynamic range of
preferences and activities.

Interior Guest Accommodations

The Sunreef 60 "Euphoria" offers an interior sanctuary that combines modern luxury with comfort, designed to provide
guests with an exceptional stay. The yacht's interior guest accommodations are a testament to Sunreef's commitment to
excellence in design and functionality.

Spacious Cabins: Euphoria boasts three elegantly appointed queen cabins, each a private retreat for guests.
The master queen cabin features an extra-large bath with a walk-in large shower, epitomizing luxury and comfort.
All cabins are equipped with individual air conditioning controls, ensuring personalized comfort for each guest.
Private Ensuite Baths: Each cabin comes with its private ensuite bathroom, including modern electric heads,
vanities, and separate showers. These facilities combine convenience with luxury, offering a spa-like experience
onboard.
Elegant Interior Design: The yacht’s interior is a blend of contemporary styling and practical elegance. High-
quality finishes, soothing color palettes, and luxurious materials create a serene and inviting ambiance.
Expansive Saloon Area: The heart of the interior is the main saloon, a spacious area perfect for lounging or
dining. It's equipped with comfortable seating, state-of-the-art entertainment systems, and panoramic windows
allowing natural light and stunning views.
Fully Equipped Galley: The galley is a culinary artist's dream, equipped with modern appliances and ample
space. It's designed to facilitate the creation of gourmet meals, ensuring guests can enjoy a wide range of dining
experiences.
Optimized Space and Comfort: Attention to detail is evident in every aspect of the interior design. From the
ceiling heights, which enhance the sense of space, to the efficient use of every area, Euphoria's interior is crafted
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for guest comfort and satisfaction.

The interior guest accommodations on Euphoria provide a perfect blend of luxury, privacy, and comfort, making it an
ideal setting for relaxation and enjoyment during your time at sea.

Enjoying the Best of the Virgin Islands Aboard

Sailing on the Sunreef 60 "Euphoria" in the Virgin Islands is an experience like no other. This luxurious catamaran serves
as your gateway to the unparalleled beauty and vibrant culture of this iconic Caribbean destination.

Exquisite Sailing Routes: Euphoria offers customized sailing itineraries that encompass the best of both the
U.S. and British Virgin Islands. From the tranquil bays of St. John to the bustling ports of Tortola, each route is
carefully planned to showcase the region's most stunning locations.
Unique Island Experiences: Guests have the opportunity to explore a variety of islands, each with its own
character. Enjoy the laid-back charm of Jost Van Dyke, the natural wonders of Virgin Gorda’s Baths, or the lively
atmosphere of St. Thomas. The Virgin Islands offer a diverse range of experiences, from serene beaches to
vibrant local markets.
Water-based Adventures: The crystal-clear waters of the Virgin Islands are perfect for Euphoria's array of
water sports activities. Dive into the world beneath the waves with snorkeling and scuba diving, or enjoy
paddleboarding and kayaking along the picturesque coastline.
Culinary Delights: The Virgin Islands are renowned for their culinary offerings, and aboard Euphoria, you can
experience a blend of local and international cuisine. The yacht’s chef prepares exquisite meals using fresh,
locally-sourced ingredients, offering a true taste of the Caribbean.
Cultural Exploration: The rich history and culture of the Virgin Islands can be explored through visits to
historical sites, museums, and local villages. Experience the vibrant music, dance, and art that make these
islands a melting pot of cultures.
Secluded Anchorages and Bustling Ports: Euphoria allows for both secluded, tranquil anchorages in hidden
coves and exciting visits to bustling ports. Enjoy the peace of a private beach or the energy of local nightlife and
shopping.
Personalized Service and Itineraries: The crew of Euphoria is dedicated to providing personalized service and
can tailor itineraries to suit your interests. Whether you're seeking adventure, relaxation, cultural experiences, or
a mix of all, Euphoria offers a bespoke Virgin Islands experience.

Aboard Euphoria, guests are not just visiting the Virgin Islands; they are immersing themselves in a world of luxury,
adventure, and cultural richness, creating memories that will last a lifetime.

The Sunreef 60 LOFT - Details

The Sunreef 60 LOFT, a model initiated by Sunreef Yachts in 2014, is distinguished by its technical capabilities and the
innovative placement of its navigation station. Here's a detailed overview:

Dimensions and Displacement: The yacht has a length of 18.29 meters (60' 1") and a beam of 9.20 meters1.
(30' 3"), with a draft of 1.58 meters (5' 3"). It has a displacement of approximately 32 tons at half load.
Performance and Handling: The Sunreef 60 LOFT is equipped with a single-masted rig and a keel of a2.
specialized design. It includes a main sail of 110 square meters and a genoa of 90 square meters. For enhanced
performance, it also features a gennaker and spinnaker, significantly boosting its sailing capabilities. T
Interior and Navigation Station: The interior of the Sunreef 60 LOFT includes a fully equipped navigation3.
station located in the salon. This placement allows for efficient management of the yacht's course and systems
from a central, sheltered location, which is particularly beneficial in harsh weather conditions. The yacht's interior
design features a modern aesthetic with a choice of different veneers and flooring options, providing an elegant
and comfortable environment.
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Entertainment and Technology: The yacht is extensively automated with a system for lights, air conditioning,4.
DC, and other controls. It also boasts an exclusive entertainment system with iPod control function, delivering
excellent surround sound both inside and outside. Waterproof speakers are connected to the salon B&O system,
extending the entertainment to the cockpit and flybridge.
Outdoor Features: The Sunreef 60 LOFT has large swimming platforms, a cockpit lounge area with comfortable5.
sofas, sunbathing mattresses, a dining table with chairs, and storage compartments for water toys and gear. Its
efficient dinghy launching system and room for a large 4.2 m tender with a powerful outboard engine make it
ideal for various water sports.
Automation and Comfort: The yacht's automation systems facilitate comfortable lighting control (both deck6.
and interior) and energy levels monitoring. Electrically recessed blinds add to the ease of creating the desired
ambiance on board.

The Sunreef 60 LOFT exemplifies a fusion of luxury, performance, and technological sophistication, packaged in a
compact and elegant design, well-suited for both long voyages and leisure cruising
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Social Exterior  
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Social Cockpit Dining Setup  

Social Salon Storage  
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Social Salon To Forward  

Social Bow Forward  
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Social Cockpit Pad Setup  

Social Cockpit Starboard Pad  
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Social Guest Stateroom  

Social Cockpit Aft  
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Social Salon Quarter Forward  

Social Salon To Starboard  
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Social Salon Doors Open  

Social Bow Dolphin Chaser Shot  
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Social Cockpit Aft Teak  

Social Salon Dining Helm  
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Social Aft Tender Lift  

Social Salon Port  
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Social Salon Starboard  

Social Bow Teak  
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Social Cockpit Table  

Social Cockpit Dining 2  
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Social GA Layout  
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Social Cockpit Dining Setup Green Egg  

Social Starboard Side  
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Social Paddleboards  

Social Trampoline  
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Social Cockpit Sunpads  

Social Loft Table  
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Social Guest Bed 2  

Social Bow Aft  
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Social Loft Pads  

Social Guest Bed  
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Social Master Head 2  

Social Master Head  
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Social Loft From Back  

Social Helm  
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Social Loft Seating  

Social Bow  
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Social Starboard Aft 2  

Social Guest Hats  
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Social Head Enclosed Shower  

Social Guest Gear  
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Social Loft Flybridge Fwd  

Social Guest Plenty Of Fans  
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Social Guest Windows  

Social Guest  
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Social Flybridge Loft  

Social Port Aft 2  
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Social Port Fwd  

Social Galley To Aft  
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Social Port Aft  

Social Galley 2  
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Social Galley  

Social Starboard Aft  
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Social Salon Dining  

Social Salon Aft  
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Social Salon  

Social Aft  
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